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a few days ago, we had the chance to meet with two writers from the modenese
newspaper la stampa, the journalist roberta caba, and the columnist gianfranco

guerrini, who gave us a great interview on modena, its history, the modenese school,
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province of modena in northern italy, located around 20 km northwest of the city of
modena and 40 km west of bologna. it is located on the left bank of the river reno,
and the municipal borders are with the municipalities of radicofani and vignola and

the comune of cremona. romagna is the old town in the province of modena in
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of bologna. it is located on the left bank of the river reno, and the municipal borders
are with the municipalities of radicofani and vignola and the comune of cremona. la
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the name of the first model came from a spontaneous decision. the designer decided
to call it the "romagna mia". we can clearly see the two places in the form of the

lenses, one in the background, the other in front, both perfectly aligned. that is to say
that the fundamental idea of the design is to pay homage to the city of modena, for all

those who live, visit and work in this region and for all those who have ever
experienced the charm of the city, in fact the name of the model is perfect to

represent the character of the city. the glasses are made using the best material of
the american companies to ensure maximum light transmission. the spartito is also

available in a version with the signature of the designer on the frame. in the process,
the idea of creating a style that could be different, original and cosmopolitan, rather

than the traditional italian style, with a carefully studied, accurate study of the
classics and a bit of experimentation in the shape of the final result: spartito. the word
"spartito" means "to see" or "to find" in the dialect of modenese. well, we are the see
of the modenese world: our designs are the vision of a city that no longer exists. and

we have many stories to tell. our story is modena, a city known for its historical
heritage, where it makes its way through the streets and old palaces of the historic
center, and for its great art galleries, which are a collection of the most important

european and american masters, up to the most famous masterpieces of d'annunzio
and the italian and european avant-garde. the great tradition of the modenese school,
with the rococo baroque style, masters like luca giordano, pietro da cortona, palladio,
and the great designers of the 18th century (francesco dardani, andrea palladio, and
giovanni battista piranesi), as well as the modernists (pietro annigoni, francesco dal
co), masters who never stopped innovating and experimenting with new materials,
shapes, prints, colors. from there comes the entire history of the postwar, the great

story of the modenese school, with the most famous masters like vittorio moretti and
ingo maurer. 5ec8ef588b
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